This article depicts the dynamic demonstrations of religions in late imperial and republican Jining. It argues with evidences that the open, tolerant and advanced urban circumstances and atmosphere nurtured the diversity and prosperity of formal religions in Jining in much of the Ming and Qing periods. It also argues that the same air and ethos enabled Jining to less difficultly adapt to the West-led modern epoch, with a notable result of welcoming Christianity, quite exceptional in hinterland China.
were successful in passing the imperial civil service examination. (Note 4) As a result, Jining had a large and powerful local gentry-society. (Note 5) During the city's efflorescence, both elite culture and popular culture flourished. Nonetheless, different from most northern elites, Jining gentry's inclination to exert influence on mass culture by invoking Jining as "the sages' land" was largely ineffective in blunting the impact of commerce and communication on urban customs and urbanites' ways of thinking. This local cultural ethos robustly furthered vibrant popular culture and lifestyle in the everyday life in Jining city and its vicinities. (Note 6) In this liberal air, Many Buddhist, Daoist and Islamic cults and popular deities were widely worshiped by the populace, and the elite as well. This flourishing situation was quite extraordinary in the North.
In late imperial China, Buddhism was often juxtaposed with Confucianism by gentry elites. Jining's wealth provided financial resources for Buddhist undertakings, and a highly tolerant spirit in the local intellectual circles cherished its influence. In Jining there were several well-known Buddhist monasteries, which attracted pilgrimages both from neighboring countryside and afar. In addition, a variety of beliefs in Jining corresponded to diverse cultural, territorial and ethnic backgrounds. For example, Islam rapidly spread along the canal. To serve the large Muslim community, several ornate Islamic mosques were scattered throughout both the city and the suburbs. (Note 7) This colorful cultural montage conformed to the complex mixture of mobile population along the Canal.
In sum, the existence of the pantheon of deities and supernatural worship in urban Jining had to do with its open and fluid social environment, though Chinese local society used to be a polytheistic world. At the same time, despite its religious multiplicity, heterodox sects such as the White Lotus, Red Spear, Boxers -which were all widely active in western Shandong hinterland especially along the border between Shandong and Henan -were weak or nearly none in urban Jining and its immediate suburbs. (Note 8) Heretical teachings and doctrines only elicited interest in Jining's neighboring rural peripheries. Overall, Jining stayed away from seditious religious activities in western Shandong. It seems that a higher-degree and stable urban society and culture on one hand accommodated plural voices and lifestyles, yet on the other hand efficiently restrained the budding growth of any insurgent teachings and practice in the daily life of Jining urbanites, thus minimizing potential menace.
The Influx of Gospels in a Unique Hinterland City
Jining's emergence from obscurity was because of the rise of Grand Canal transportation in the early Ming. It was the Grand Canal that brought about vigor and mobility to Jining, as well as many other inland places along its route, and sustained its economic and cultural prosperity and dynamics in the late imperial period. However, from the mid-nineteenth century onward unprecedented natural and social domestic and international occurrences sharply eroded the foundation of Jining's success, along with the whole greater northern canal region. With the state no longer counting on the Grand Canal as the national artery, Jining and other northern canal cities were threatened with the ruin of their entire human and environmental equilibriums. The state otherwise shifted its strategic gravity to new enterprises in the coastal areas. (Note 9) Consequently, while the eastern coasts became new economic and cultural centers in light of the permeation of Western civilizations including capitalism or imperialism, the once-glorious northern canal areas were downgraded to hinterlands and even backwaters. Besides religious and institutional works, the Presbyterians showed their enthusiasm in reshaping social customs by proposing or organizing the following broad social curriculums in both their schools and in public, and all these programs and activities promoted interest in new life styles and colored the cityscape. They were: 1) Sport matches. Periodic sports meetings were held seasonally. 2) Modern drama performances. 3) Women's liberation such as abolishing foot-binding, stylish haircuts, and equal right to go to school. 4) Free marriage, gender equality. 5) Anti-illiteracy campaigns. 6) Quiz games. 7) Introduction of Western music and instruments. 
Conclusion: Cultural and Religious Dynamic in a Liberal Interior
Located in an intermediate position of the north-south nationwide transportation and communication via the Grand Canal, multiple socio-cultural characters took root in late imperial Jining in spite of the mainstream of Confucianism. This was why formal religions, especially Buddhism, prospered, and at the same time due to its advanced urbanity, vulgar, secret, or insubordinate sectarianism and superstitions did not gain toehold in Jining.
From the late nineteenth century, Jining faced challenges beyond yet a dynastic cycle: not only the decline of canal transportation but also unprecedented changes in the national economic network and mode of production brought about by the alien forces of modernity, capitalism, and Christianity. New changes dramatically occurred in religious and cultural realms in Jining owing to the growing foreign presence. Among them, Western missionaries' evangelical undertakings including their hospitals, churches, schools, libraries and communities took the lead. Foreign missionaries and professionals may have favored Jining because of its relatively tolerant and stable urban condition, uncommon in the interior. As early as 1880, a German Catholic missionary working in Jining observed: "there is a much better opening for work in outside preaching here than at Tsi Nan (Jinan)." (Note 26) From the changes of the religious situations in Jining, we can see certain general features in modern Chinese society. The advent of Western guns, goods, industry, modernity, capitalism and civilizations fundamentally reshaped the structure and trajectory of China. Eastern coasts, exemplified in the great trade ports such as Shanghai, Tianjin, Canton and Qingdao, took the lead in the modernization scheme of "learning from the West," while Jining, unlike most hinterlands that fell into backwardness or bankruptcy, also effectively followed this grand trend.
